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Vijay Deveronda, Shalini Pandey, Rahul Ramakrishna, Sanjay Svaroup Arjun Reddy tells the story of the young high-functioning surgeon Arjun, who is addicted to alcohol and has anger management problems. He became self-destructive after his girlfriend's marriage, and the way he managed to get back to his original self formed the basis of the film. Amazon Prime Video Hotstar results from YouTube
Arjun Reddy, a medico with anger management questions, gets into a fight with another student and is asked to either apologize or leave college. Arjun is preparing to leave, but he's left behind after seeing the first-year student, Preeti Shetty. Arjun, along with her boyfriend Shiva, went into his first year in the classroom and announced that he was in love with Preti and she was exceptional to him. Pretti,
though initially afraid of his nature, eventually turned away his feelings and their relationship became stronger over the next three years. Preeti's father rejected him on caste grounds and arranged for her marriage to someone else. Arjun protested outside her house and was arrested. His father freaked him out for damaging his family reputation. He received an apartment apartment with the help of his
friend Shiva and joined as a house surgeon in a leading hospital. Unable to forget her, he became an alcoholic and a drug addict. He has befriended one of his patients and leading movie star Jia Sharma and ... Written by Nagaraju ( in caste - Vijay Devarakonda , Shalini Pandey , Kamal Kamaraju , Kanchana , Rahul Ramakrishna , Sanjay Svarop , Aditi Miakal , Anisha Ala , Alicia Ala , Starma Director -
Sandeep Reddy Vanga Arjun Reddy is Drama, Romance, Action Movie. Directed by Sandy Reddy Vanga and starring Vijay Devarakonda, Shalini Pandey, Kamal Kamaraju, Kanchana, Rahul Ramakrishna, Sanjay Svaroup, Aditi Miakal, Anisha Alla and Amit Sharma. You can watch this movie online in HD with submarines on Amazon Prime Video, Hotstar. Be sure to check out more movies like RX 100,
Khaidi No 150 and Nota on Justdial's Movies Online. Total ratings: 21486 For movies online How to use FAQs Blogs Top Rated Indian Movies #124 | 3 wins &amp;quot; &amp;quot;8 nominations&amp;quot;. See more awards » Edit learn more Edit Arjun Reddy, medico with anger management questions, gets into a fight with another student and is asked to either apologize or leave college. Arjun is
preparing to leave, but he's left behind after seeing the first-year student, Preeti Shetty. Arjun, along with her boyfriend Shiva, went into his first year in the classroom and announced that he was in love with Preti and she was exceptional to him. Pretti, though initially afraid of his nature, eventually turned away his feelings and their relationship became stronger over the next three years. Preeti's father
rejected him on caste grounds and arranged for her marriage to someone else. Arjun protested outside her house and was arrested. His father freaked him out for damaging his family reputation. It receives with the help of his friend Shiva and joins as a house surgeon in a leading hospital. Unable to forget her, he became an alcoholic and a drug addict. He has befriended one of his patients and leading
movie star Jia Sharma and ... Written by Nagaraju ( Plot Summary | Add synopses certificate: See all certificates » Parents Guide: View content advisory » Edit The whole time Arjun lost consciousness to the point where he was involved in a legal case, to his admission to the court that he was heavily intoxicated while performing the operation was fully lifted by Denzelstar Flight (2002). Even the dialogue
between Arjun Reddy and his lawyer was heavily copied by Flight. See more » Remade as Kabir Singh (2019) See more » Telisiney Na Nuvvey Performance by Revanth Composer Radhan Written by Rambabu Gosala Length 4:12 See more » User reviews Edit Release Date: August 25, 2017 (India) See more » AKA: Arjun Reddy See more » Budget editing:INR25,000,000 (approximate) cumulative gross
worldwide: $145,522 See more about IMDbPro » Bhadrakali photos See more » Duration: 182 min See full technical characteristics »
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